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Packaging is a huge and every booming industry. There are many things that make businesses
stand out from the rest. One of these is the appearance of packages. It should look attractive to
please the customers. Thus, companies are always on the lookout for quality packaging machines
suppliers. Holmes Mann is renowned packaging professionals. They have every type of supplies
needed by companies in UK.  There is a broad range of packaging supplies to choose from at this
store. Whether it is small or large supplies, in standard or bespoke formats, customers are assured
best quality supplies from Holmes Mann. There are various packaging supplies available at this
company, whether it is cardboard boxes, timber packaging, bubble wrap, printed tape, SIAT
Packaging Machines or SIAT Case Erectors they have it all.

Holmes Mann has been in the packaging industry for more than a hundred years now. They
understand the pulse of this industry and this is why they stack their inventory with the best and
latest packaging supplies in UK.  The company has a panel of experts who will provide customers
with helpful advices. SIAT packaging machines are one of the hottest selling items at Holmes Mann.
Holmes Mann is specialist dealers of SIAT packaging supplies. But why do they put so much trust
upon the SIAT supplies?

SIAT is one of the leading packaging machines manufacturers. Founded in 1972, the company
offers most unique and diverse ranges of SIAT Packaging Machines. The reputation of SIAT
Packaging Machines can be well gauged by the fact that there are 11,000 machines sold each year.
These machines provide good return on investment for the customers. SIAT Case Erectors or
packaging machines get least customer complaints. There is extra stress provided by the company
on quality of their supplies.

Holmes Mann has been associated with SIAT Packaging Machines and other supplies for quite
some time now. SIAT Packaging Machines available at Holmes Mann are Case Sealers, Pallet
Wrappers and Case Erectors. 

SIAT case sealers are very easy to operate and adjust. The ready to use design of this SIAT
Packaging Machines aids the operators. They can start the machine for efficient case sealing within
a minute. There are various types of case sealers available such as entry level sealers that can be
sued for taping long or short runs of any single size cartons; automatically adjusting SIAT case
sealer for taping cartons of any size; and fully automatic in-line carton sealers. Models of case
sealers available at Holmes Mann include SIAT S8 Carton Sealer, SIAT S2 Carton Sealer, SR4 for
Random Sizes and SM11 automatic for fixed sizes.

SIAT Pallet wrapping machines have great technical features, making a short work out of wrapping
needs in the production area. These are economically priced and some with a pallet load security as
well as stability for optimum wrapping. There are various models of SIAT Pallet wrapping machines:
SW2 Paklet Wrapper, F1 Paklet Stretch Wrapper and WR100 Semi-Automatic Robot Wrapper.

SIAT Case Erectors help in automatically assembling card boxes. These machines draw, erect and
seal the bottom flap of the cartons using an adhesive tape. Cartons are ready to be filled in within a
few seconds. There are two models of SIAT Case Erectors: PS50-TB Carton Former Sealer and
F144 Case Erector.

There is a large range of SIAT packaging machinery to choose from at Holmes Mann. These are
economical in pricing and very efficient in their working.
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Holman - About Author:
Holmes Mann is reputed packaging material suppliers. They have a large range of a  SIAT
packaging machines  which help companies make a short work of their packaging needs.
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